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Quickbit gives update about the acquisition of
shares

Today, Quickbit announces that the Board, Group Management and certain other stakeholders
have now entered into binding agreements for the acquisition of all shares subscribed by
guarantors and which have been for sale.
 
The transaction has been carried out as a so-called block transaction, and includes 7,398,147 shares.
The price amounts to SEK 0.41 per share and is the same price as the subscription price in the rights
issue that ended in November.

The insiders who have acquired shares in the transaction and each insider's number of acquired
shares look as follows:

Peter Liljeroos, Chairman of the Board - 105,741 shares (also participated in the rights issue with
725,136 shares pro rata)
Henrik Vilselius, Board member - 500,000 shares (also participated in the rights issue with 45,000
shares pro rata)
Scott Wilson, Board member - 60,000 shares
Daniel Sonesson, CEO - 426,325 shares
Daniel Boettge, CFO - 426,325 shares
Martin Samuelsson, Chief Product Officer - 38,500 shares
Jesper Sundström, Head of Growth - 98,000 shares
Elvira Vänerfors, Head of Compliance - 120,084 shares

Other shares in the transaction amount to 5,623,172 and have been acquired by other employees
who are not insiders and four external stakeholders, of which two are existing share owners and two
are new share owners.

For further information, please contact:
Daniel Sonesson, CEO
+ 46 73 530 30 25
ir@quickbit.com

------------------------------------

Quickbit is a Swedish fintech company founded in 2016 with the goal of making the integration of
cryptocurrencies into the everyday lives of people and companies smoother. Today, Quickbit offers
safe and easy-to-use products for e-merchants as well as customers. With a transaction volume to
date in excess of €1 billion, Quickbit has already enabled and empowered individuals around the
world, through the use of cryptocurrencies. Quickbit has been listed on NGM Nordic SME since July
2019. For more information, please visit www.quickbit.com
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